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Trapping, compression, and acceleration of an electron bunch in the nonlinear laser wakefield

Arsen G. Khachatryan
Yerevan Physics Institute, Alikhanian Brothers Street 2, Yerevan 375036, Armenia

~Received 8 October 2001; published 11 April 2002!

A scheme of laser wakefield acceleration, when a relatively rare and long bunch of nonrelativistic or weakly
relativistic electrons is initially in front of the laser pulse, is suggested and considered. The motion of test
electrons is studied both in the one-dimensional~1D! case~1D wakefield! and in the case of three-dimensional
laser wakefield excited in a plasma channel. It is shown that for definite parameters of the problem the bunch
can be trapped, effectively compressed both in longitudinal and transverse directions, and accelerated to
ultra-relativistic energies in the region of first accelerating maximum of the wakefield. The accelerated bunch
has sizes much less than the plasma wavelength and relatively small energy spread.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid progress in the technology of high-intensity
sers, based on the chirped-pulse amplification~CPA! @1#,
opens opportunities for the use of lasers in many branche
science and industry. Relatively inexpensive tabletop te
watt lasers~so-called T3 lasers! become a tool in physica
researches and now are available at many laboratories
the world. Last year’s CPA technique permitted the prod
tion of subpicosecond laser pulses of multiterawatt pow
with peak intensities exceeding 1020 W/cm2 @2#. With inten-
sities as such we practically have to do with an interact
range of laser radiation with matter, where the role of
nonlinear effects is often essential. In this intense laser fi
the matter is usually transformed to plasma and free e
trons oscillate with relativistic quivering energy. Presen
the interactions of high-power laser radiation with plas
are actively investigated in connection with different app
cations: the excitation of strong plasma wake waves for
cusing and acceleration of charged bunches@3#; generation
of radiation at harmonics of carrier laser frequency@4#; x-ray
sources@5#; laser inertial fusion@6#; etc.

The laser wakefield, generated in plasma by the sh
~with the length'lp/2, wherelp is the plasma wavelength!
intense laser pulse provides the acceleration gradient u
tens GeV/m~laser wakefield acceleration, LWFA@7,8#!, that
is three orders of magnitude higher than that achieved
conventional accelerators. The main aim of experimental
theoretical works, that are presently in progress, is the c
struction of compact and relatively inexpensive accelera
of charged particles for applications in physics resear
medicine and hi-tech industry. However, some challenges
main on this way, the main one of those is the problem
electron bunch injection.

The wake wavelength in the LWFA islp'2ctL @3# ~here
tL is the laser-pulse duration! and makes up tens or hundre
micrometers for typical plasma densitiesnp;1016– 1019

cm23. To obtain high-quality relativistic electron bunch a
celerated by the wake wave, it is necessary to inject s
~with the lengthL!lp), enough dense relativistic electro
bunch in the accelerating phase of the wake wave with fe
tosecond synchronization, that is a difficult technical pro
lem ~see, e.g., Ref.@9#!. The injection schemes proposed f
the standard LWFA~the LIPA @9#, the colliding laser pulses
1063-651X/2002/65~4!/046504~9!/$20.00 65 0465
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@10#, and the LILAC@11# schemes! are aimed at the genera
tion of such a short relativistic bunch.

The diffraction broadening leads to a rapid decrease of
intense laser-pulse amplitude with the characteristic len
ZR5pr 0

2/lL ~hereZR is the Rayleigh length,r 0 is the focal
spot size of the pulse, andlL is the laser wavelength! that is
typically in order of a millimeter. To prevent diffraction, th
plasma channel with minimum density at the axis, propo
to guide the laser pulse in LWFA@12#. The amplitude of the
accelerating component of the wake wave generated in
plasma channel decreases as distance from the laser
increases@13,14#. Besides, the change of the plasma wav
lengthlp in the transverse direction„lp;@np(r )#21/2, where
np is density of electrons in the plasma channel…, leads to
undesirable wave-front curving; this effect becomes stron
as distance from the pulse increases. The effect of wave-f
curving in the channel, in the case of a strong laser pu
(a05eEm /mecvL>1, where e and me are the absolute
charge and mass of the electron,Em is the maximum ampli-
tude of laser field,c is the speed of light in vacuum, andvL
is the laser frequency!, is amplified due to the nonlinea
change of the wake wavelength in transverse direct
@15,16#. Thus, for regular acceleration of a charged bunch
the wake wave, most preferable is the region of the fi
maximum of accelerating field behind the laser pulse.

To avoid the aforesaid difficulties in LWFA, we sugge
and study in this paper a scheme of trapping, compress
and acceleration of a nonrelativistic or weakly relativis
electron bunch in the laser wakefield, when the bunch
initially in front of the laser pulse. The initial bunch densi
can be much less than that required for accelerating bu
and the bunch sizes can be in order or more than the pla
wavelength, i.e., much more than required other by meth
of injection@9–11#. Our investigations take into account bo
the pulse ponderomotive force and the wakefield. It is sho
that for definite parameters of the problem the bunch can
trapped, effectively compressed both in longitudinal a
transverse directions, and accelerated to ultrarelativistic
ergies in the region of first accelerating the maximum of
wakefield. The accelerated bunch has sizes much less
the plasma wavelength and enough good quality.

II. THE CASE OF WIDE LASER PULSE

At first we neglect the transverse variation of the las
pulse amplitude and consider the case of one-dimensi
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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ARSEN G. KHACHATRYAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046504
laser wakefield excited by a wide pulse in uniform plasm
This allows us to study the longitudinal dynamics of t
bunch electrons in more details.

A. Basic equations and correlations

The one-dimensional steady wakefield excited by a
early polarized laser pulse is described by the follow
equation~see, e.g., Ref.@3#!:

d2F

dj2
1bggg

2H 12bg

F/~11a2/2!1/2

@F2/~11a2/2!2gg
22#1/2J 50, ~1!

whereF511ew/mec
2 is the dimensionless potential of th

plasma wakefield,a5eE0(j)/mecvL , E0 is the electric-
field amplitude of the laser pulse,j5kp(z2vgt), kp
5vp /vg , vp5(4pnpe2/me)

1/2 is the plasma frequency,vg
is the group velocity of the laser pulse which is equal to
phase velocity of the wake wave,bg5vg /c, gg5(1
2bg

2)21/2 is the relativistic factor, which, in the casegg@1,
is nearly equal tovL /vp . The electric field of exited wake
field, normalized to the nonrelativistic wave-breaking fie
EWB5mevgvp /e, can be found from the equationEz
52(1/bg)2dF/dj. The equation of motion for a test elec
tron in the wakefield and in the laser pulse field is~see, e.g.,
Ref. @17#!

dp

dt
52

1

4bgg

da2

dj
2bgEz . ~2!

Here the first term on the right-hand side is the relativis
ponderomotive force averaged over the fast laser oscillati
and the second one corresponds to the plasma wakefield
cited by the laser pulse,b5v/c, p5bg, and g5(11p2

1a2/2)1/25@(11a2/2)/(12b2)#1/2 are the normalized lon
gitudinal velocity and momentum and the relativistic fac
of the test electron~transverse velocity is zero in this se
tion!, t5vpt is the normalized time. Multiplying Eq.~2! by
b, one obtains after simple mathematics the following in
gral of motion~see also Refs.@14,18#!:

g2bgp2F5const. ~3!

Let us consider an electron which is initially situated ahe
of the laser pulse at a certain pointj0, whereF51 anda
50. If the electron has initial momentump0,bggg , it will
be overtaken by the laser pulse and can be trapped at s
point j r inside the pulse or in the wake and accelerated.
the trapping point~or, in other words, at the point of reflec
tion! the electron velocity becomes equal tovg . Then from
expression~3! we have

S[~11ar
2/2!1/2/gg2~F r21!5~11p2!1/22bgp. ~4!

In Eq. ~4! ar andF r are the pulse amplitude and the wak
field potential at the reflection pointj r . From Eq.~4! one
has

p5gg@bgggS6~gg
2S221!1/2#. ~5!
04650
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The minus sign in Eq.~5! corresponds to the initial momen
tum p0 of an electron which has momentumbggg at the
point j r and the plus sign corresponds to the momentum
of free electron which initially was at the pointj r . Expres-
sion ~5! describes both trapped and passing particles. In
wake, electrons can be trapped only in the region whereEz
<0. Equation of motion~2! can be rewritten in the form@19#

d2j

dt2
1

~12bgb!

4bg
2g2

da2

dj
1

~12b2!

g
Ez50, ~6!

wherej is the normalized coordinate of a test electron in t
frame comoving with the laser pulse. The dimensionless
locity of the electron one can obtain from the expressionb
5bg(11dj/dt).

B. Numerical results

Equations~1! and ~6! were solved numerically for the
Gaussian laser pulse

a5a0 exp@2~j2jc!
2/sz

2#.

A laser pulse witha052 and nonlinear wakefield excited b
it are presented in Fig. 1~here and below in numerical ca
culationssz52, jc53sz , and gg510!. The amplitude of
the wake wave is essentially less than one-dimensional r
tivistic wave-breaking fieldErel5@2(12gg)#1/2/bg'4.26
@3,20#. Figure 2 shows the dependence of initial electr
momentump0 on the trapping point near the first accelera
ing maximum in the wake wave. The minimum value of t
initial momentumpmin corresponds to the trapping poin
where the potential achieves its minimum andEz50. Curves
1 and 2 in Fig. 2 reach their minima at different points, th
is the consequence of the nonlinear increase of wake w
length with increasing amplitude~the dependence of th
wavelength on the amplitude can be found in Ref.@21#!. The
curves were obtained numerically and coincide with the
pression~5! for the trapped particles. Figure 3 shows t
dependence of the value ofpmin and wake wave amplitude
Ez,max on a0. One can see that the laser pulse witha0;1

FIG. 1. The one-dimensional nonlinear wakefield excited by
linearly polarized laser pulse with peak normalized amplitudea0

52, sz52, g510. 1, the longitudinal electric fieldEz(j); 2, the
potential of the wakefieldF(j); 3, the amplitude of the laser puls
a(j). All variables are normalized~see the text!.
4-2
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~that corresponds to the pulse peak intensityI max
;1018 W/cm2 at the laser wavelengthlL51mm, and I max
;1016 W/cm2 at lL510 mm) provides trapping of initially
nonrelativistic or weakly relativistic electrons in the wa
wave. For instance,pmin'0.4 for the wakefield presented i
Fig. 1. Electrons withp0,pmin are not trapped in the wak
wave and can be detected behind the wave. This fact ma
used to determine the wake wave amplitude in experime
from thepmin(Ez,max) dependence~Fig. 3!. Our numerical cal-
culations have witnessed that electrons withp0,bggg can-
not be trapped in the region of laser pulse because of
decelerating wakefield; only the electrons withp0'bggg
can be trapped by the leading edge of the pulse~whereEz
'0) due to the ponderomotive force. This confirms the
sults of Ref. @18#. In the case of long laser pulse (tL

.vp
21) the wakefield can be essentially reduced and dir

laser ponderomotive acceleration of preaccelerated elect
is possible@22#. When the pulse is short (tL;vp

21), plasma
tends to compensate for the laser ponderomotive force
that the decelerating wakefield is strong enough to prev
the trapping and effective ponderomotive acceleration
electrons inside the pulse~see Fig. 1!.

Figure 4 shows the behavior of electrons of monoen

FIG. 2. Dependence of dimensionless electron initial mom
tum p0 on the trapping point near the first accelerating maximum
a052; 2, a053.

FIG. 3. The minimum dimensionless momentum of the trapp
electronspmin ~curve 1! and the normalized wake wave amplitud
Ez,max ~curve 2! in dependence on peak amplitude of the laser pu
a0.
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getic nonrelativistic@p050.5, g05(11p0
2)1/2'1.12# bunch

in the wakefield presented in Fig. 1. The initial dimensio
less bunch lengthL055 corresponds, approximately, to th
linear plasma wavelengthlp . For t550, the trapped bunch
length isL'0.027 andL'0.04 for t5100, that is two or-
ders of magnitude less than the initial bunch length. T
absolute energy spreadDg in the accelerating bunch in
creases insignificantly with time, but the relative ener
spread«5Dg/g falls due to growingg; for example,«
'0.26 at t550, and«'0.14 at t5100. The acceleration
gradient in the considering case is approximately equa
2 MeV/lp . For example, when lp5100 mm (np
'1017 cm23), the acceleration gradient is 20 GeV/m.

Figure 5 illustrates the motion of electrons with differe
initial momenta and the same initial positions (0.6<p0
<1.2, 1.17<g<1.56, j050) in the wakefield presented i
Fig. 1. The trapped bunch length is nearly 27 times less t
the plasma wavelengthlp . The relative energy spread att
5100 is lower than 0.1, that is much less than the sprea
the initial electron bunch.

The dephasing length, for electrons withpmin<p0<1.2,
varies in the range 630<Ld<700 ~the greater values corre
spond to the smaller initial momenta! that is comparable with
the linear dephasing lengthlpgg

2 @3# ~which, in our nota-

tions, corresponds toLd52pgg
25200p). The maximum

relativistic factor of accelerated particles varies in the ran
350<gmax<410 ~here again the greater values correspond

-
,

d

e

FIG. 4. Trapping, compression, and acceleration of the initia
monoenergetic electron bunch in the wakefield presented in Fig
p050.5, 1<j0<6. Evolution of the coordinate~a! and the relativ-
istic factor~b! of electrons. The coordinate and time are normaliz
4-3
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ARSEN G. KHACHATRYAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046504
smaller p0), that essentially exceeds the linear value 2gg
2

5200 @3#, but is an order of magnitude less than the ma
mum nonlinear value 4gg

354000 @21,23#.

C. Energy spread in accelerating bunch

The energy spread in the trapped bunch depends bot
energy spread and length of the initial bunch. The tail el
trons of the initial bunch are trapped earlier and therefo
have greater energy at a givent during acceleration~see Fig.
4!. Slower particles also are trapped earlier~see Fig. 5!. Let
us suppose that the bunch is initially situated ahead of
laser pulse, so thatj50 corresponds to the bunch tail, an
t tr(p0) is the time necessary to trap an electron which
initially at j50; the initial electron momentum is in th
rangep1<p0<p2. Then, for the energy spread in the trapp
bunch one can write Dg;Dt trEz,max5@ttr(p2)2ttr(p1)
1L0 /(12v2 /vg)#Ez,max, whereDt tr is the time interval which
is necessary to trap the initial bunch. For the relative ene
spread one has«;Dt tr /(t2Dt tr). These estimates agre
well with the numerical results. One can see that the p
ence of fast electrons~with v0;vg'c) in the initial bunch
leads to an undesirable increase in the energy spread.

The trapped bunch density can be found from express
nb(t)'nb0L0 /L(t), wherenb0 is the initial bunch density.

FIG. 5. Behavior of electrons with initial positionj050 and
with initial momentap050.5, 0.8, 1, and 1.2 in the wakefiel
shown in Fig. 1. Electrons with smaller initial momenta are trapp
earlier. ~a! The normalized coordinate and~b! relativistic factor of
electrons.
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D. Wakefield generated by accelerating bunch

The trapped bunch also generates wakefield which
destroy the laser wakefield and decrease the accelera
field. Since the accelerating bunch is short@L(t)!lp# we
can consider it as a plane bunch and find the normali
amplitude of the wakefield excited by the bunch from e
pressionEb,max5kp(vb /c)(Nb /np) @24#, wherevb and Nb are
velocity and the surface density of the bunch, correspo
ingly. This expression is valid both in linear and nonline
regimes. In our caseNb5nb0L0d/kp , whered<1 is the ra-
tio of trapped electrons number to the total number of p
ticles in the initial bunch, and we have

Eb,max5d~vb /c!~nb0L0 /np!. ~7!

The normalized amplitude of moderately nonlinear la
wake wave, considering in this paper, is about unit. So,
can neglect the wakefield generated by the bunch ifEb,max
!1, or when

nb0!np~c/vb!~1/L0d!.

For np;1016– 1018 cm23 ~that is typical for the LWFA ex-
periments@3#!, vb'c, d'1, and the initial bunch length in
order of lp (L0;5 – 10) this condition readsnb0
,1014– 1016 cm23. The density of the accelerating bunc
may be in order of plasma density.

Thus, the one-dimensional analysis has showed the po
bility of trapping, essential compression, and high-gradi
acceleration of a low-energy electron bunch in moderat
nonlinear laser wakefield.

III. TRAPPING, COMPRESSION, AND ACCELERATION
IN LASER WAKEFIELD EXCITED

IN A PLASMA CHANNEL

In this section we consider our scheme of LWFA for t
case of laser wakefield excited in a plasma channel and s
the peculiarities of radial motion of test electrons duri
trapping and acceleration.

A. Nonlinear laser wakefield excited in a plasma channel

As was mentioned in the Introduction, the plasma chan
is necessary to guide a laser pulse. This allows us to es
tially increase the laser-plasma interaction distance@12#, that,
in its turn, provides ultra-relativistic acceleration in th
wakefield @3#. Nonlinear axially symmetrical laser wake
fields excited in a plasma channel are described by the
lowing system of equations@15#:

b
]pz

]j
2

]ge

]j
2b2Ez50, ~8a!

b
]pr

]j
2

]ge

]r
2b2Er50, ~8b!

2
]Hu

]j
1b

]Er

]j
1b rNe50, ~8c!

“'Hu1b
]Ez

]j
1bzNe50, ~8d!

d

4-4
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b
]Hu

]j
2

]Er

]j
1

]Ez

]r
50, ~8e!

Ne5Np~r !2“'Er2
]Ez

]j
, ~8f!

whereEz,r andHu are longitudinal and radial components
the electric field and azimuthal component of the magn
field normalized to the on-axis wave-breaking fieldEWB(r
50)5mevp(r 50)vg /e, pz,r are the normalized compo
nents of plasma electron momentum,ge5(11pz

21pr
2

1a2/2)1/2 is the relativistic factor, bz,r5pz,r /ge , Ne
5ne(j,r )/np(0) is the normalized density of plasma ele
trons, np(r ) is unperturbed plasma density in the chann
Np5np(r )/np(0), “'5]/]r 11/r . The force acting on the
relativistic electrons in the wakefield isF„2eEz ,2e(Er
2bHu),0…. According to Eq.~8e!

]Ez

]r
5

]~Er2bHu!

]j
[2

] f r

]j
. ~9!

So, the field of forcesF is potential because“3F50 , and
one can writeF5“F(j,r ), hereF512*j

0Ezdj.
In this section we consider an axially symmetric las

pulse which has Gaussian profile both in longitudinal a
radial directions:

a~j,r !5a0 exp@2~j2jc!
2/sz

2#exp~2r 2/s r
2!.

The laser pulse is guided in preformed plasma channel w
has the following unperturbed electron density:

Np5S 11D
r 2

r ch
2 D expS 2b

r 4

r ch
4 D , ~10!

wherer ch , D andb!1 are constant values. Such a dens
profile is typical for plasma channels created in experime
@25#. Suppose that the pulse is guiding without change in
radius s r . In this case s r5r ch and np(r ch)2np(0)

51/pr er ch
2 , where r e5e2/mec

2'2.8310213 cm is the
classical electron radius and all values are dimensional@12#.
Then, in expression~10!, D5(2/s rbg)2.

FIG. 6. The radial profiles of dimensionless unperturbed e
tron density in the plasma channel~curve 1! and the normalized
laser-pulse intensity~curve 2!, r ch5s r55, b50.01.
04650
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Equations~8a!–~8f! were solved numerically for the fol
lowing parameters of the problem:a052, sz52, s r55,
andgg510. In this caseD'0.16, the value ofb was chosen
to be 0.01. In Fig. 6 we present the radial profile of unp
turbed plasma density and the radial behavior of the norm
ized laser-pulse intensity, namely, exp(22r2/sr

2). Figure 7
shows the longitudinal electric field and the focusing fie
f r5bHu2Er of the wakefield excited. One can see that t
wake wavelength decreases asr increases. This is caused b
the radial increase of unperturbed plasma density in
channel@3,13# and by the nonlinear increase of waveleng
with the wake wave amplitude which is at maximum on t
axis@15,16,26#. Figure 7 shows also the nonlinear steepen
of the accelerating field like the one that takes place in
one-dimensional wakefield~see Fig. 1!. Due to the depen-
dence of the wavelength onr, the field in the radial direction
grows more chaotic as the distance from the laser pulse
creases. In fact, the oscillations of the plasma for differenr
are started behind the pulse with nearly equal phases
different wavelengths. As the value ofuju increases, the
change of phase in the transverse direction becomes m
and more marked. This leads to a curving of the phase fr
and to oscillations in the transverse direction@15,16,26#.
Such behavior of the wakefield excited in a plasma chan
leads to the transverse multistream motion of plasma e

-

FIG. 7. The two-dimensional nonlinear laser wakefield exci
in the plasma channel with the radial density profile shown in F
6, a052, sz52, s r55. ~a! The longitudinal electric field forr 0

50, 3, and 5 in the order of magnitude reduction.~b! The focusing
field f r5bgHu2Er . 1, r 51; 2, r 53; 3, r 55. All variables are
normalized.
4-5
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ARSEN G. KHACHATRYAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046504
trons in the wake and to the transverse wave breaking@27#.
The radial dependence of the longitudinal electric field a
the focusing force is shown in Fig. 8 for pointj5210.9 at
which the on-axis accelerating field reaches its maximu
We see that the wakefield changes its sign and is steepe
For the ultra-relativistic acceleration of electrons one ne
to use a region in the wakefield where the conditionsEz
,0 andf r,0 are satisfied simultaneously. The radial ste
ening leads to the radial restriction or the region suitable
acceleration. Near the first accelerating maximum of
wakefield shown in Fig. 7, the suitable region isr ,2.8. As
the distance from the laser pulse increases, the suitable
gion becomes narrower, so that at some distance the w
field is highly irregular. Thus, the most preferable for ele
tron acceleration is the region of the first accelerat
maximum in the wake.

B. Equation of motion of bunch electrons

Three-dimensional vector equation of motion of bun
electrons is

dp

dt
52bg~E1b3H!2

1

4bgg
“a2. ~11!

Here all values are dimensionless,b5v/c5p/g is the nor-
malized velocity, g5(11p21a2/2)1/25@(11a2/2)/(1
2b2)#1/2 is the relativistic factor. For the momentum com
ponents, from Eq.~11! one has

dpr

dt
52bg~Er2bzHu!2

1

4bgg

]a2

]r
, ~12a!

dpu

dt
50, ~12b!

dpz

dt
52bg~Ez1b rHu!2

1

4bgg

]a2

]j
. ~12c!

It follows from Eq. ~12b! that the azimuthal momentum i
conserved,pu5pu(0)5const,bu(t)5pu(0)/g(t). The azi-
muthal momentum has no essential influence on the a

FIG. 8. The radial behavior of the wakefield shown in Fig. 7,
j5210.9. 1, dimensionless longitudinal electric fieldEz(j
5210.9,r ); 2, the normalized focusing forcef r(j5210.9,r ).
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and radial dynamics, and we suppose in this paper
pu(0)50. Equation~11! gives the following equation for the
energy of electrons:

dg

dt
52bg~b•E!2

1

4g

]a2

]j
. ~13!

From Eqs.~12!, ~13!, and~9! we obtain the integral of mo-
tion

g2bgpz2F~j,r !5const, ~14!

which formally coincides with the one-dimensional integr
of motion ~3! @14,28,29#. Electrons can be trapped in th
region where wakefield is both accelerating and focusi
For the scattered particles, from Eq.~14! one haspr

25(S
1bgpz)

22pz
221, here S5@11p2(0)#1/22bgpz(0). If an

electron is initially nonrelativistic (up(0)u!1, S'1), then
pr'(2pz)

1/2 and tanu5pr /pz'@2/(g21)#1/2, where u is
the angle between thez axis and final momentum of the
scattered electron@30#.

Taking into account Eq.~13!, we rewrite Eqs.~12a! and
~12c! in the form

d2j

dt2
1

1

g
@~12bz

2!Ez2bzb rEr1b rHu#

1
~12bgbz!

4bg
2g2

]a2

]j
50, ~15a!

d2r

dt2
1

1

g
@~12b r

2!Er2bzb rEz2bzHu#

2
1

4bgg2 S b r

]a2

]j
2

1

bg

]a2

]r D50. ~15b!

The normalized components of velocity obey the formu
bz5bg(11dj/dt) andb r5bgdr/dt. For particles trapped
in the wakefield, we suppose that during accelerationbz

'1, b r
2!1 andr ,1 ~the numerical results presented belo

show that this is the case!. Then, from Eq.~15a! one has

d2j/dt2'Ez /g3. ~16!

It follows from this equation thatdg/dt'2Ez and
g'2*Ezdt. Thus, the longitudinal dynamics of accelera
ing particles is approximately the same as in the o
dimensional case. The radial motion of electrons, accord
to Eq. ~15b!, obeys the equation

d2r

dt2
1

uEzu
g

dr

dt
1V2r'0, ~17!

whereV5(u] f r /]r u/g)1/2 is the betatron frequency. Suppo
ing that the value ofEz is approximately conserved durin
acceleration, we can writeg'uEzu(t2t tr). In this case so-
lution of Eq. ~17! is

t
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r 5r ~t tr !J0„2@ u] f r /]r u~t2t tr !/uEzu#1/2
…, ~18!

whereJ0 is the Bessel function of zero order.

C. Results of test-particle simulations and discussion

Motion of test electrons in the two-dimensional~2D!
wakefield presented in Fig. 7 was investigated by numer
solution of exact Eqs.~15a! and ~15b! for different initial
positions and momenta. Figure 9 shows the behavior of e
trons with zero initial transverse momenta and with differe
initial radial positions. One can see that particles are trap
near the first accelerating maximum in the wake. During
trapping, electrons concentrate near the axis due to the
cusing forcebzHu2Er . Since the longitudinal size of th
trapped bunch is much less than the plasma wavelength
its transverse size is essentially less than that of the l

FIG. 9. Trapping and acceleration of electrons with zero ini
momenta in the wakefield given in Fig. 7,pz050.8, j050. Longi-
tudinal ~a! and radial~b! positions and relativistic factor~c! of elec-
trons. The coordinates and time are normalized.
04650
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pulse, the electrons experience approximately the same
celerating field. Therefore, the longitudinal dynamics of t
electrons is well described by the one-dimensional theo
The focusing force acting on the bunch electrons depend
r linearly ~see Fig. 8!. The small bunch sizes~as compared
with the wakefield characteristic sizes! and the fact that elec
trons are trapped near the accelerating maximum prov
high-accelerating gradient and relatively small ener
spread. For example, the relative energy spread of elect
presented in Fig. 9 is'5% att5300. The numerical results
show that dynamics of the accelerating bunch is well
scribed by approximate Eqs.~16!–~18!. The betatron oscilla-
tions of the accelerating electrons are clearly seen in F
9~b!. The wavelength of this oscillation decreases with t
increase of the particle’s energy that conform to the form
for betatron frequency. Radial velocity of accelerating ele
trons is much less than the longitudinal one,ub r(t)u,0.1
!bz(t). One can see also that even electrons which
initially at the periphery@r (t50)[r 0;s r# can be trapped
in the wakefield and accelerated. The characteristic dep
dence of the minimum trapping thresholdpz,min on the initial
radial position of electron is presented in Fig. 10. Figure
shows the minimum and maximum initial radial momenta
trapped electrons in dependence on initial radial positi
The figure witnesses that electrons which initially move a
relatively high angle to the axis~up to 10°! also can

l

FIG. 10. The characteristic dependence of the minimum tr
ping threshold on the initial radial position of the electron,pr0

50, j050. Both variables are dimensionless.

FIG. 11. Maximum~curve 1! and minimum~curve 2! dimen-
sionless initial radial momenta of trapped electrons depending
the normalized initial radial position,pz050.8, j050.
4-7
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be trapped and accelerated. This again is caused by th
cusing force and the fact that electrons are initially nonre
tivistic (g0;1).

In Fig. 12 we show behavior of electrons of a bunch w
the following initial parameters: 0<j0<5, r 0<4, 0.6<pz0
<0.8, and 20.02<pr0<0.02. The passing particles~not
showed! are well separated from accelerating one both s
tially and energetically. The length of the accelerating bun
in this case also is much less than the plasma wavele
@L(t5100)'0.27, L(t5300)'0.19#. The radius of the
bunchR decreases relatively slowly during acceleration a
is essentially less than the characteristic transverse size o
wakefields r , R(t);1; the bunch radius can be reduced
the choice of smaller laser spot size. The absolute en
spread does not change practically,Dg'24, but the relative
energy spread falls and is equal to about 10% att5300. Our
simulations show that neither initial transverse size of
bunch nor initial radial momenta of trapped electrons ha
any influence essentially on the energy spread and dyna
of accelerating bunch. The estimations of absolute and r
tive energy spreads presented in Sec. II are valid also in
2D case.

The total number of electrons trapped and their den
can be estimated from expressions

Ntot;pnb0s r
2L0d/kp

3 , ~19!

nb;nb0d~s r /R!2~L0 /L !. ~20!

FIG. 12. Trapping, compression, and acceleration of an elec
bunch in the wakefield presented in Fig. 7. Initial parameters of
bunch are: 0<j0<5, r 0<4, 0.6<pz0<0.8, 20.02<pr0<0.02.
The normalized radial positions~a! and relativistic factor~b! of
electrons.
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The on-axis amplitude of the linear wake wave excited
the bunch is reduced by the factorT(R)512RK1(R),1
@31# ~whereK1 is the modified Bessel function! as compared
to the one-dimensional case~see Sec. II!. Therefore, in our
case, for the amplitude of wakefield generated by the bun
we haveEb,max'TLnb /np . This wakefield can be neglecte
when Eb,max!Ez,max, or taking into account Eq.~20!—if
TL0d(s r /R)2(nb0 /np)!1; when R!1, T'R2/2, and this
condition readsL0s r

2nb0d/2np!1. The total number of
trapped electrons, according to Eq.~19!, is restricted
by the following condition: Ntot!pnpkp

23(R2/T)'1.4
3107(R2/T)lp , with lp in mm.

For the normalized emittance«n5s0
2/b ~heres0 is the

matched transverse size of the bunch,b is the betatron
length! of the accelerating bunch, in our notations, one c
write «n;R2Vlp/4p2. In the case lp5100 mm (np
'1017 cm23), for the bunch presented in Fig. 12,«n
;8 nm/g1/2; for example,«n;0.5 nm wheng5300, that
is comparable with the emittance expected in the TeV-ra
laser wakefield accelerator@32,33# ~see also Refs.@14,33–
36# for the dynamics of the accelerating bunch!.

IV. SUMMARY

The results of the present paper show the possibility
trapping, essential compression both in longitudinal a
transverse directions, and ultra-relativistic acceleration of
initially nonrelativistic or weakly relativistic electron bunc
in moderately nonlinear (a0;1, Ez,max;1) laser wakefield.
The initial bunch can be generated, for example, by a p
tocathode. So far as the electron bunch is initially nonre
tivistic (g0;1), trapping and compression take place duri
time interval comparable with the plasma wave period, t
is much less than the time scale of longitudinal dynamics
relativistic particles in the wake@35#. Due to the fact that
trapped bunch sizes are essentially less than characte
spatial scales of the wake wave, the energy spread in
accelerated bunch can be relatively low, namely, a few p
cent. In our scheme the problems connected with the w
wave front curvature also are removed. The electron bu
trapped and accelerated can be accelerated further in
multistage LWFA@33#.

Thus, the scheme of LWFA proposed, has the followi
advantages:~a! instead of injection of an enough dense re
tivistic electron bunch with small sizes~in order of a mi-
crometer!, our scheme utilizes a nonrelativistic, rare and lo
electron bunch, that is much easier to get technically,~b!
femtosecond electron bunch synchronization in the la
wakefield is not required,~c! effective electron bunch com
pression, and~d! spatial and energetic separation of the in
tial electrons, that can decrease the trapped bunch emitta
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